Early Intervention Family Worker Tips and Ideas
Stress level’s rising
Everyone is feeling the current situation and
how difficult change has been.
Below are a few pages that could be useful.
https://www.barnardos.org.uk/blog/copingfamily-conflict-during-lockdown
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-childrensafe/support-for-parents/argumentsconflict-family-tension-coronaviruslockdown/

Carers Week 2020
During Carers Week, we raise the profile of caring
within communities, at places of work and in the
media.
There is estimated to be 800,000 young carers
nationally.
Approximately 5,000 young carers are living in
Cambridgeshire.
1 in 5 secondary school children may be a young
carer.
Young carers miss or cut short around 48 days of
school a year due to their caring responsibilities.
Contact us
 youngcarers@cambridgeshire.gov.uk
 www.Centre33.org.uk
 www.caringtogether.org

Missing their friends? A guide for lockdown parents with lonely kids by The Guardian
Age six and under: Some children, particularly as they get older, are happy to share their thoughts and emotions on
video calls via WhatsApp, FaceTime or even Zoom, but with the under-sixes online communication should be less
verbal and more visual, says Eaton. “If your five-year-old has been given a birthday gift, and you say, ‘Oh, let’s
FaceTime and say thank you,’ they tend to freeze as they’re not great at communicating in that way.”
So instead of calling friends just for a chat, try giving your child and their pals activities to share over a video call,
such as playing Top Trumps (the physical cards may work better than the app version). Scavenger hunts also work
well, so give each child an illustrated list of simple things to find and tick off – a fork, something yellow, a book with
a picture of an animal on the cover. Your child is likely to bond better with smaller groups of, say, two to four, as
they’re less likely to talk over each other and end up with nobody knowing what’s going on.
Age seven to 12: This is the age when kids’ friendships become all-consuming, yet they can still be very fickle.
“Remember when you went back to school after the summer holidays, and all of a sudden, your best friend wasn’t
your best friend any more because they had buddied up with someone else over the holidays,” says Eaton. The right
tech can help your child keep up the friendships they really care about.
Eaton suggests organising smaller Zoom meet-ups rather than inviting your child’s entire class as there’s less chance
of your child getting camera shy and they’ll be more likely to join in with the conversation. Also, take advantage of
online games and platforms, such as Minecraft and Roblox, which allow friends to gather in a virtual world, playing
and chatting at the same time.
With all that, you may be worrying about screen time. “Focus on quality over quantity when it comes to screen time,”
says Eaton. “This should avoid unnecessary arguments, give you a break and allow your children to make the most of
the tech they have at home.”
Teenagers: The growing independence of teens gives them a wider choice of ways to maintain communication
independently, with messaging and video calls topping the bill. On video chats, playing with the look of the screen
becomes a key part of the conversation. Zoom is the best for dramatic backdrops, while FaceTime allows users to add
emojis to each other’s faces.
Just because messaging has become so normal, it doesn’t mean it is right for every occasion. “You don’t want your
kids to get out of the habit of actually talking,” says Eaton. “It is possible to spend weeks and weeks communicating
with people without actually opening your mouth and talking to them.” Here’s where a good old-fashioned phone call
comes in: a chance for your teen to talk to their friends and enjoy the intimacy of really listening to each other, too.
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